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  suitable for indoor & outdoor use

  flame retardant

  wheelchair accessible

             floor/wall anchorable

Statement of line
At the end of each section you'll find a statement of line 
containing product specifications to help you choose 
the right product

Quick key
Throughout this catalog you’ll find these symbols  
to help guide you:

Children’s chair
1RYCD

29.5”H | 16.5”W | 20.6”D
Seat height: 14.5” 
17.5 lbs. (standard) 
67.5 lbs. (weighted)

  anti-vandal

  water-resistant

  weighted

  stackable

            reinforced

Rock table (see page 50)
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about us
Our furniture is designed to enhance challenging 
environments by rethinking the way furniture is designed

USA

Canada

We create built-in solutions to common challenges 
faced in behavioral health and correctional facilities

understanding purpose

Concealment & reinforcement
Our innovative Magna range is designed with 
the option of zero-depth seams to deter hiding 
of medication or banned items.

It is also available in different levels of 
reinforcement as we appreciate that no  
two needs are the same.

Damage & weaponization
The one-piece design philosophy of our 
Ryno® range means the products cannot be 
disassembled to be used as weapons and they 
provide no opportunities for concealment of 
contraband (unlike conventional furniture).

Ryno products can also be heavily weighted  
to further increase levels of safety.

Obscuring vision 
panels 
The tri-fold design of our 
anti-vandal Scorpio mattress 
means that it 'collapses' when 
it is stood on its end and its 
size prevents it from being 
wedged in door frames too, 
making it impossible for users 
to block vision panels.
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For the past 40 years we have been helping to transform challenging 
environments by designing and manufacturing furniture with style and 
quality, as well as total commitment to safety and durability.

Our aim is to use 
human-centered design 
to help achieve our 
customers’ strategy and 
vision of creating safer 
environments.

Distribution Center 
(Chicago, IL)

Head Office & Showroom 
(Clawson, MI)



Safe & Stylish
We have hundreds of fabrics to  
choose from, all are water-resistant 
and flame retardant, as well 
as being made to withstand 
challenging and repetitive behavior.

fabric options
We provide an extensive range of fabrics, 
ensuring that you will find the right upholstery 
for your furniture.

Water resistant fabrics
A durable option which  
combines the comfort of  
soft fabric with practical  
water-resistant properties. 

Vinyl
Hard wearing and water-resistant,  
leather-effect vinyls can be 
wiped clean which makes them 
a hygienic and practical option 
for healthcare environments.

Fire-resistant to CAL TB 116 & 117, NFPA 260 USA

Waterproof to at least 2.5 meters

Stain resistant and anti microbial

Fire-resistant to CAL TB 116 & 117, NFPA 260 USA

A rating of over 100,000 rubs on the 
Martindale abrasion test (recommended for 
challenging environments)

Stain resistant and anti microbial

Whether you want to create a serene environment 
inspired by nature or a bright, vibrant setting, color can be 
a useful tool for establishing the atmosphere you want.

what you need to know
Request 

a free swatch 

sample of any 

fabric
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Flame-retardance
Flame retardant to contract 
level, all of our upholstery 
and covers meet CAL TB 116 & 
177, NFPA 260 USA .

Strength tested
Our furniture is strength and 
stability tested to contract 
level. In this demanding test, 
seat and back durability is 
tested at least 100,000 times.

Responsibly sourced
Our commitment to responsible 
and ethical environmental 
practices is demonstrated in our 
INT-COC-001353 and ISO 9001: 
2008 awards, and our FSC® 
Chain of Custody certificate.

New Zealand

Australia

Scandinavia

Germany
Netherlands/Belgium

UK

France

Malta
USA

Canada

Our furniture is designed to enhance challenging 
environments by rethinking the way furniture is designed

safety & sustainability

our network
Our growing global operation includes offices and partners 
around the world, ensuring that we can help customers 
wherever they are, whenever they need it
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Recyclable
All Ryno products are  
100% recyclable. They can 
be ground back into powder 
and used to make another 
piece of Ryno furniture.



“We selected Ryno items  
as they are stylish and 
robust…in a wide variety of 
colors, shapes, and sizes, 
helping to create a safe and 
homely environment.”

“The Ryno lounge furniture 
gives the visits hall a  
fresh and contemporary  
new look without security 
being compromised.”

Here are some real-life projects showing how we  
help our customers

case studies

behavioral health
Furniture from our Ryno® range is brightening up this new 
rehabilitation facility. The ward is a calm and modern building 
designed to minimize stress while maximizing recovery and 
safety – something which Ryno products are perfectly suited to.

Ryno products were provided in a range of colors, with both 
bright primary colors and more neutral shades being used 
indoors and outdoors throughout the facility to provide further 
safety and a sense of well-being.

correctional
This medium security facility aimed to create an inviting space 
for visits to take place, the prison selected Ryno® lounge chairs 
in vibrant lime green coupled with Ryno coffee tables in granite.

Products were heavily weighted, making them difficult pick up 
to use as a weapon, improving safety for prisoners, visitors and 
staff. Their one-piece construction also helps to make the rest 
of the prison safer as, unlike other chairs, they do not provide 
opportunities for concealing contraband.

The resulting space is colorful and welcoming, providing 
everyone with a safe environment.
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Ryno®

Our unique Ryno® range has been 
purposefully created for the rigors 
of challenging environments, 
indoors and out Ryno dining chair (see page 28)
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Ryno® features
Ryno® products are made to the highest standards 
and designed to withstand the harshest treatment, 
representing value for money over their lifetime

Heavyweight

Ryno products can be heavily weighted to 
make them near-impossible to pick up or 
throw, to create safer environments.

Strength

Their ultra-strong construction 
enables Ryno products to withstand 
extreme treatment, with smooth 
curves distributing impact evenly 
throughout the product.

Optional ballast is added 
through the underside of the 

product, with a safely secured 
plug preventing removal.

Lifetime guarantee

All Ryno products are covered 
by a lifetime guarantee against 
manufacturing faults, providing 
additional peace of mind.

Fixing

Using our unique hidden fastening 
methods, Ryno products can be 
secured to floors and/or walls, 
deterring weaponization and reducing 
opportunities for concealment.
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Non-flammable

The entire Ryno range is  
fire-retardant, adding an extra  
level of safety essential in 
challenging environments.

Hygienic

Ryno products are anti-bacterial and 
their water-resistant nature means they 
can easily be wiped clean, ready to be 
used again. 
 
Ryno multi-purpose cleaning wipes are 
available upon request
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Weatherproof

Ryno products are totally water-
resistant and UV-stabilised, making 
them suitable for indoor and outdoor 
use in all weather.

Ryno® features
Ryno® products have been created with safety in 
mind, with all their characteristics resulting in safer 
settings for users and staff

Tested to 

21,000 hours 

of sunlight



The addition of Silver Oxide inhibits bacterial growth, 
preserving high levels of hygiene and infection control 
throughout all Ryno products.

Anti-bacterial
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Cool Green

Lime Green

Black

Granite

Thunder Gray

Moonwalk Gray

Blaze Orange

Icon Purple

Epic Blue

Vegas Yellow

color
Our Ryno palette takes inspiration from positive 
lifestyle, with the desire to act as supportive 
and nurturing spaces for those who use them

Collaboration
Color plays a key role in humanizing 
spaces, so we enlisted the help of one of 
the world’s leading design consultancies

Ryno products are UL94 HB compliant due to the inherently 
flame-retardant properties of our polymer.

Flame-retardant

UV-stabilized

A UV-stabilizing additive protects Ryno products against the 
damaging effects of the sun’s rays, limiting color fading and 
brittleness when used for extended periods outdoors.

Recyclable
Thanks to the recyclable nature of polyethylene, 
Ryno products can be milled back into powder form 
and re-molded to create new products.

material
Ryno® products are manufactured from a 
unique polyethylene compound developed  
to create safe, durable products



tub chair
This tub chair was created to solve  
issues of comfort and safety in  
challenging environments

    

Support
Wrap around back provides support and 
helps those who have difficulty standing up
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club chair
The club chair is our new reduced ligature 
chair designed to make unsupervised areas in 
demanding spaces safer for everyone

    

Reduced ligature
Its sloping arms and curved lines  
have been carefully considered to  
reduce ligature risks
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lounge chair
The lounge chair incorporates multiple safety 
features in a laid back style so is great for 
demanding settings requiring calm

    

De-escalation
Recessed footwell and reclined seating 
position promotes relaxation and aids staff 
in safe de-escalation

 Tested 

to hold up to 

700 lbs 

(static weight)
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coffee table
Our coffee table is a sleek yet stable option 
that is easy to wipe clean and removes issues 
of concealment

    

Concealment
Ryno® uses a one-piece construction to remove 
concealment points for stashing contraband
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dining chair
These chairs have an upright seating position 
well suited to dining but also in other areas 
where weaponization is a concern

    

Weaponization
Smooth finish and curved 
shapes make Ryno® difficult to 
pick up or use as a weapon
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children’s chair
Just like its larger sibling, this chair offers key 
features for challenging environments, but has 
been designed for children

    

Comfort
Designed to meet posture 
standards for children between 
52”-61” to ensure maximum 
comfort and support

Children's tables 
available on  
page 48
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dining table
This dining range has table options for indoors 
and out, recognizing the need to reduce 
conflict or violence in certain areas

  
  molded top color  laminate top colors

 Laminate coated top with 
gray polyurethane edging

suitable for indoor use only

   Rotationally molded 
polyethylene top

suitable for indoor  
& outdoor use 

Violence
Cruciform base designed 
to deter violence as well 
as reducing possibilities for 
passing contraband
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stool
The stool is one of the latest members of  
the Ryno® family, introducing a new option  
for indoor and outdoor spaces

    

Water-resistance
Created with a curved seat 
to allow water to run off and 
prevent puddles from forming
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bench
The bench, like the stool, is a new Ryno®  
product, further enhancing our offering  
of safe indoor/outdoor furniture

    

Safety
Rounded design used to remove 
any sharp edges as well as give 
an organic look and feel
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Anti-stash
Infill panel available to remove spaces for 
hiding contraband between bed and wall

bedroom
Reduced-ligature bedroom furniture 
specifically designed to address issues 
experienced in challenging environments

  
     

Accompanying mattress for  
Ryno bed available, see page 105
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Reduced-ligature
Rounded corners, no doors or drawers 
and other innovative solutions to minimize 
ligature risks

bedroom
FItted bedroom furniture created to  
address the challenges found in  
challenging environments
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statement of line

tub & lounge

Tub chair
1RYU

31.7”H | 26.3”W | 26.7”D
Seat height: 16.9” 
40 lbs. (standard) 
165 lbs. (weighted)

Lounge chair
1RYL

30.7”H | 23.6”W | 29.9”D
Seat height: 16.5” 
30 lbs. (standard) 
155 lbs. (weighted)

Coffee table
1RYF

31.7”H | 26.3”W | 26.7”D 
26 lbs. (standard) 
126 lbs. (weighted)

Club chair
1RYCLC

35”H | 24”W | 24”D
Seat height: 17.5” 
40 lbs. (standard) 
165 lbs. (weighted)

seating

Stool
1RYS

18.5”H | 17.5”W | 15.5”D 
11 lbs. (standard) 
111 lbs. (weighted)

Bench
1RYN

18.5”H | 55”W | 15.5”D 
55 lbs. (standard) 
155 lbs. (weighted)

dining

Dining chair
1RYD

34.6”H | 19.6”W | 24.4”D
Seat height: 17.7” 
26.5 lbs. (standard) 
126.5 lbs. (weighted)

Dining table
1RYT-MOULD

29.5”H | 49.2”∅
Seating capacity: 4
101 lbs. (standard) 
201 lbs. (weighted)

Activity table
1RYT

29.5”H | 52"∅
Seating capacity: 4 
187 lbs. (standard) 
297 lbs. (weighted)

Children’s chair
1RYCD

29.5”H | 16.5”W | 20.6”D
Seat height: 14.5” 
17.5 lbs. (standard) 
67.5 lbs. (weighted)

Bedside (Open)
1RYOBS

23.4”H | 15.7”W | 13.8”D
24 lbs.

Chest (Open)
1RYOC

29”H | 27.5”W | 20”D
48.5 lbs.

Wall shelf (Open)
1RYOWS

47.2”H | 27.5”W | 12.3”D
40 lbs.

Desk (Open)
1RYOD

29”H | 27.5”W | 20”D
33 lbs.

accessories

Ryno Wipes
1RY-WIPES

120 wipes

bedroom

Bed
1RYB

18.9”H | 82.7”W | 39.8”D
125 lbs.

Bed with storage
1RYBS

18.9”H | 82.7”W | 39.8”D
125 lbs.

Infill strips
1RYBI-LH/ 1RYBI-RH

18”H | 5.5”W | 3”D
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tables  
& seating

We have an extensive collection of 
multi-purpose tables and seating 
suitable for dining areas and more 
informal settings Touch chairs (see page 52)
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cumulus plus
Our heavy-duty table range, available in 
multiple sizes, combines a steel base plate  
and thick pedestal for strength and stability

 
 table top colors

Top
High-pressure laminate 

top with rounded PVC 
edging for durability

Base
Heavyweight solid steel base plate 

and pedestal for safety and stability

Cumulus also 
available with 
slimmer pedestal
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children’s table
Based on one of our most popular ranges; 
Cumulus Plus. Just like its older siblings, this 
range offers key features, but for children

 
 table top colors

Children's chairs 
available on   30



rock
Combining strength and beauty, Rock is an 
elegant but robust range of well-designed 
tables and chairs

   frame finish  top finish

Frame
Key to the range’s strength are 
the interconnections which join 
each leg together, creating a 
rigid solid birch frame

Top
Smooth chamfered edge 
protects top surface  
from damage
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Other sizes to choose from  
see page 60 for all options

More than 

double the pass 

mark for strength & 

stability testing at 

500,000 cycles



touch
This multi-purpose stackable seating is easy 
to move, clean and store, with a solid chrome 
rod frame and hardened shell for strength

Frame
Solid frame (not hollow 
piping) used for added 
strength and stability

Stacking & Storing
Slot at the back for easy lifting 
and stacking, with trolley 
available to hold up to 40 chairs 
for easy storage
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vee
Stackable chairs combining wood and 
upholstery to soften a space, all with a chunky 
one-piece frame to ensure strength

 

Frame
Solid one-piece wooden frame 
ensures stability and strength 

throughout the chair

 
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Hygiene
This 'Hijena' model also 
has a gap between the 
seat and back to aid 
thorough cleaning
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contessa
These foam shapes are easy to move and, with 
eight shapes, there are endless combinations 
to configure

 
 

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Seams
Zip heads removed and 
oversewn to deter tampering

Flame-retardant, 
upholstered exterior gives 
the final look & protection

Soft, fire-resistant CMHR 
foam gives shape & comfort
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statement of line

Coffee table
1CSPF-7070

16.5”H | 27.5”W | 27.5”D
132 lbs.

Coffee table
1CSF-7070

16.5”H | 27.5”W | 27.5”D
82.5 lbs

Square dining table
1CCST-7070

25.2”H | 27.5”W | 27.5”D
Seating capacity: 4

Square dining table
1CSPT-7070

29.1”H | 27.5”W | 27.5”D
Seating capacity: 4
145 lbs.

Square dining table
1CST-7070

29.1”H | 27.5”W | 27.5”D
Seating capacity: 4
92.5 lbs.

Square dining table
1CCST-9090

25.2”H | 35.4”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 4

Rectangular dining table
1CSPT-1590

29.1”H | 59”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 6
270.5 lbs.

Rectangular dining table
1CST-1590

29.1”H | 59”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 6
205 lbs.

Rectangular dining table
1CCST-1590

25.2”H | 59”W | 35.4”D 
Seating capacity: 6

Rectangular dining table
1CSPT-1890

29.1”H | 70.8”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 8
279.5 lbs.

Rectangular dining table
1CST-1890

29.1”H | 70.8”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 8
216 lbs.

Rectangular dining table
1CCST-1890

25.2”H | 70.8”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 8

Square dining table
1CSPT-9090

29.1”H | 35.4”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 4
156 lbs.

Square dining table
1CST-9090

29.1”H | 35.4”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 4
108 lbs.

Square dining table
1CCST-1212

25.2”H | 47.2”W | 47.2”D
Seating capacity: 4

Square dining table
1CSPT-1212

29.1”H | 47.2”W | 47.2”D
Seating capacity: 4
202.5 lbs.

Square dining table
1CST-1212

29.1”H | 47.2”W | 47.2”D
Seating capacity: 4
136.5 lbs.

cumulus

cumulus plus

Square dining table
1CCSPT-7070

25.2”H | 27.5”W | 27.5”D
Seating capacity: 4

Rectangular dining table
1CCSPT-1590

25.2”H | 59”W | 35.4”D 
Seating capacity: 6

Rectangular dining table
1CCSPT-1890

25.2”H | 70.8”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 8

Square dining table
1CCSPT-9090

25.2”H | 35.4”W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 4

Square dining table
1CCSPT-1212

25.2”H | 47.2”W | 47.2”D
Seating capacity: 4

cumulus children

cumulus plus children

   Anthracite      White

   Anthracite      White

   Anthracite      White

   Anthracite      White
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statement of line

rock

Round dining table
1RKT-900
29.1“H | 35.4“∅
Seating capacity: 4

Round dining table
1RKT-1200

29.1“H | 47.2“∅
Seating capacity: 4

Rectangular dining table
1RKT-1800X900

29.1“H | 70.9“W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 6

Dining chair
1RK1-SKIS

31.9“H | 21.3“W | 31.9“D
Seat height: 18.1“

Round coffee table
1RKF-600

25.2“H | 47.2”∅

touch  

Chair
1TU1

32.2”H | 18.1”W | 22”D
Seat height: 16.1”
17.5 lbs.

Bar stool
1TUS

42.9”H | 18.1”W | 22”D
Seat height: 26.8”
18.5 lbs.

Trolley
6TU-TROLLEY

Holds up to 40 Touch chairs

  Licorice Black      Coral Red      Oyster Gray      Mustard Yellow      Capri Blue

Square dining table
1RKT-1200X1200

29.1“H | 47.2“W | 47.2”D
Seating capacity: 4

Rectangular dining table
1RKT-1200X900
29.1“H | 47.2“W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 4

Rectangular dining table
1RKT-1500X900
29.1“H | 59.1“W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 6

Square dining table
1RKT-900X900

29.1“H | 35.4“W | 35.4”D
Seating capacity: 4

Side chair
1VE1-100

32.6”H | 19.3”W | 25.2”D
Seat height: 18.1”
17.5 lbs.

Arm chair
1VE1-200

32.6”H | 22.2”W | 25.2”D
Seat height: 18.1”
21 lbs.

Hijena chair
1VH1

32.6”H | 19.3”W | 25.2”D
Seat height: 18.1”
22 lbs.

vee  Hundreds of fabrics to choose from 
see website for all options  Natural      Walnut    

Drum
1COFD-100

18.1”H | 22.6”∅

32 lbs.

Cube
1COFC-100

18.1”H | 22.6”W | 22.6”D
36.5 lbs.

45o curve
ACOF45

18.1”H | 26”W | 22.6”D
30 lbs.

Caterpillar
ACOFCAT

18.1”H | 22.6”∅
27.5 lbs.

90o curve
ACOF90

18.1”H | 32”W | 22.6”D
31 lbs.

Cuboid
ACOFCUB

18.1”H | 45.2”W | 22.6”D
73 lbs.

Extra large drum
1COFD-300

19.6”H | 29.5”∅

52 lbs.

Extra large cube
1COFC-400

19.6”H | 23.6”W | 23.6”D
43 lbs.

contessa   
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Square coffee table
1RKF-600X600

25.2“H | 47.2”W | 47.2"D



reinforced  
seating

We understand that no two 
requirements are the same, so we 
create seating reinforced to different 
levels to suit all needs Domus Plus tub chair & 2-seater (see page 68)
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zen plus
As comfortable as it is stylish with its design 
intended to deter rapid standing motion, 
encouraging a calmer environment

  
 

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Comfort
Smooth, reclined shape 
reduces pressure points and 
provides exceptional comfort

Available in dual fabric
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Arms
Slim arms and tapered base give a 
streamlined look, allowing easier 
sitting and standing

skye plus
This seating combines strength with a  
modern look, using slim arms to create 
comfort suitable for areas with limited space

  
 

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options
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Domus model also  
available without 
concealed base

In addition to its strong, heavy frame,  
Domus’ curved back makes it supportive  
with the wood finish adding an organic feel

 
  

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

domus plus

Slots are blocked to 
remove possibility of 
concealment points

Style
All items are available with 
or without slots, and with 
removable seat cushions
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ohio plus
Great modular seating usable on their own or 
in multiples with ski feet helping reconfigure 
spaces as your needs evolve

  
 

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Skis
As well as adding extra stability, the  
ski feet help with maneuverability when 
reconfiguring your chosen layout
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snug plus
Modular versatility combined with sumptuous 
comfort to help you create an arrangement to 
best suit your space

  
 

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options
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Low back
Contemporary back design helps with  
de-escalation as well as creating a low 
profile to provide clearer sightlines for staff
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orr
Our reinforced Orr seating is easy to clean as it is 
raised from the floor and has removable cushions 
making it perfect for healthcare environments

  
 

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Easy to clean
Removable seat and back cushions  
aid easy and thorough cleaning

Reinforced
This range is available in three levels  
of reinforcement (see page 83)
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magna
This range can incorporate zero-depth  
seams with its fixed cushions to remove  
hiding places for contraband

  
 

Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Reinforced
This range is available in three levels  
of reinforcement (see page 83)

Seams
'Anti-stash’ seams with zero depth 

are available as an option to 
remove opportunity for concealing 

banned items or medication
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adaptability
Our reinforced seating ranges can be adapted to 
ensure they are a suitable option for any setting

what makes it Plus?
Plus ranges are our safest and most secure seating 
but we can also offer lower spec versions for less 
challenging environments

The addition of an enclosed base 
removes concealment points

Using no visible staples or 
piping further reduces risk  
of self-harm or ligature

Security screws, where 
applicable, minimize potential 
for tampering

Enclosed Base No Staples or Piping Security Screws 
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109”

147”

100”

109”

55”

100”

Modular seating
Our Ohio Plus and Snug Plus ranges are a flexible way 
to ensure that your seating can be reconfigured at any 
time to suit the ever-changing needs of your patients.

Plinth base 
Our Magna, Skye Plus and Ohio Plus ranges come 
with the option of a plinth base to prevent dust and  
dirt from gathering underneath.

all Plus items 

available as 

standard too

Plus benefits
Our Plus models are designed 
with optimum safety and 
durability in mind. But what 
differentiates them from our 
standard versions?

109”

147”

100”

109”

55”

100”



statement of line

skye plus  
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Tub chair
1SKYP1

32.4”H | 28.9”W | 30.9”D
Seat height: 15.7”
88 lbs.

2-Seater
1SKYP2

32.4”H | 49.2”W | 30.9”D
Seat height: 15.7”
128 lbs.

ohio plus  
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Chair
1OP1

33.4”H | 22.8”W | 33.8”D
Seat height: 18.9”
84 lbs.

Curve - narrow front
1OPC1-400

33.4”H | 40.5”W | 33.8”D
Seat height: 18.9”
60.5 lbs.

Curve - wide front
1OPC1-500

33.4”H | 40.5”W | 33.8”D
Seat height: 18.9”
55 lbs.

Coffee table
1OPHF

16.5”H | 32.6”W | 32.6”D
76 lbs.

zen plus  
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Chair
1ZENP1

39.4”H | 23.6”W | 58.5”D
Seat height: 12.2”
70.5 lbs.

Duo chair
1ZENDP

39.4”H | 23.6”W | 39”D
Seat height: 12.2”
58.5 lbs.

Duo Footstool
1ZENDSP

17.7”H | 21.3”W | 21.5”D
28.5 lbs.

snug plus  
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Chair
1SGP1

34.6”H | 35.4”W | 38.6”D
Seat height: 15.7”
88 lbs.

Corner chair
1SGPC1

34.6”H | 38.6”W | 38.6”D
Seat height: 15.7”
116.5 lbs.

Footstool
1SGPS

15.7”H | 35.4”W | 35.4”D
58.5 lbs.

domus plus  
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Tub chair
1DUP1

30.3”H | 28.7”W | 27.5”D
Seat height: 18.5”
99 lbs.

2-Seater
1DUP2

30.3”H | 53.5”W | 27.5”D
Seat height: 18.5”
187.5 lbs.

Natural Walnut
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orr  
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Chair
1OR1

33.4”H | 27.9”W | 34.2”D
Seat height: 17.3”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

2-Seater
1OR2

33.4”H | 48.8”W | 34.2”D
Seat height: 17.3”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

3-Seater
1OR3

33.4”H | 69.6”W | 34.2”D
Seat height: 17.3”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

magna  
Hundreds of fabrics to choose from  
see website for all options

Chair
1MA1

31”H | 38.1”W | 33.8”D
Seat height: 16.5”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

2-Seater
1MA2

31”H | 58”W | 33.8”D
Seat height: 16.5”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

3-Seater
1MA3

31”H | 80”W | 33.8”D
Seat height: 16.5”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

Corner unit - 2L, 2R
1OC2L2R

33.4”H | 81.5”W | 81.5”D
Seat height: 17.3”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

Corner unit - 3L, 2R
1OC3L2R

33.4”H | 81.5”W | 101.9”D
Seat height: 17.3”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

Corner unit - 2L, 3R
1OC2L3R

33.4”H | 101.9”W | 81.5”D
Seat height: 17.3”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

Corner unit - 3L, 3R
1OC3L3R

33.4”H | 101.9”W | 101.9”D
Seat height: 17.3”
weight depends on 
reinforcement level

statement of line levels of reinforcement
Our sofa ranges come in a variety of shapes, sizes and fabric choices 
but it is their reinforcement that really do set them apart. Our Orr and 
Magne ranges even come in three different levels to choose from

Reinforced seat 
adds strength & 
durability

Level 2

More resistant 
seat platform for 
demanding areas

Reinforced  
back adds 
strength & 
durability

Level 3

Extra-strong seat & back 
platform for challenging 
environments

Level 4

Extra-strong seat & back 
platform with reinforced 
base for extra challenging 
environments

Reinforced 
underside 
adds strength 
& reduces 
concealment 
opportunities

Reinforced  
back adds 
strength & 
durability

Webbed back

Reinforced seat 
adds strength & 
durability

Reinforced seat 
adds strength & 
durability

Cloth 
underside

Cloth 
underside
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bedroom

Our bedroom ranges all include a 
host of inbuilt features that ensure 
safety in areas where supervision 
isn’t always possible Ryno bedroom (see pages 38-41)
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reduced-ligature solutions
We have created our bedroom furniture to introduce reduced-ligature 
solutions using various features to reduce the potential for self harm  
in challenging environments

acumen
Acumen furniture has been designed to solve 
many problems; from reduced-ligature features 
to minimizing opportunities for concealment

Well-thought out, purposeful 
solutions to safety issues 

surrounding furniture
Curved door tops 
eradicate a place to wrap 
a ligature 

Piano hinges are continuous 
so there is nowhere to tie a 
ligature

Doors Hinges

Shelving
Half-depth shelf with a groove instead 

of hanging rails, as well as stepped 
shelving to deter climbing

Security fixings to 
deter tampering

Thick bottom creates 
added rigidity

Strong cam and dowel 
construction with glued 

wooden dowels for  
added durability

Heavy duty drawer 
runners with 95 lbs 
load carrying capacity

Scalloped handles to 
remove ligature point
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acumen white
The combination of gloss white doors and 
drawers with a thick walnut shell give Acumen 
White style as well as safety

   fronts  carcase
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acumen gray
Acumen gray is the latest sumptuous finish 
option for our unique and popular Acumen 
bedroom furniture

   fronts  carcase
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acumen open
Acumen Open removes doors, drawers and 
hinges from the range to provide facilities with 
total peace of mind
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design
The way we have designed our beds make them an 
innovative safety solution, incorporating strength and other 
key features such as water-resistance and ‘anti-stash’

sovie
This bed range has been designed to 
provide an ideal safety solution for beds in 
challenging environments

Strong & durable beds for  
all challenging environments Water-resistant tray with  

anti-kick lip
Beds can be floor fixed to 
ensure they cannot be moved

Available with filler panel to 
remove stash points

Water-resistant Floor-fixed Anti-stash

Strength
All Sovie beds incorporate 
internal support ribs for extra 
strength and durability

Kydex
Sovie beds are coated in Kydex –  
an extremely durable, water-resistant 
plastic which withstands impact

(available in three finishes)
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sovie
Our innovative bed range has immense 
internal strength combined with a durable, 
water-resistant outer shell

  
     

Access
Flared design gives improved 
staff access by allowing them 
to be closer to patients

MOQs apply
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scorpio
The tri-fold design of Scorpio collapsible mattresses 
prevents obscuring of vision panels as they ‘collapse’ 
when stood on end

   
  

Foam
Fire-resistant, CMHR (combustion 
modified high resilience) foam used  
for optimum safety

Cover
Anti-vandal, polyurethane cover with 
internal double-stitched, heat-welded 
seams for maximum durability and 
water resistance

Versatile
Versatile design serves multiple 
functions including making it 
usable for soft seating
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taurus
Our hygienic heavy-duty mattresses use 
welded seams to ensure that they cannot be 
vandalized and are fully waterproof

   
  

Foam
Flame-retardant, multi-density foam 
allows you to choose between firm or 
soft sides for ultimate comfort

Cover
Fire-retardant, ‘anti-vandal’ (rip stop) 
vinyl with radio-frequency welded seams 
provides a tear-proof mattress with an 
impervious seal
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alpine
These anti-microbial mattresses incorporate 
multi-density foam with welded seams to 
ensure comfort and safety 

  
  

Foam
Flame-retardant, multi-density foam 
allows you to choose between firm or 
soft sides for ultimate comfort

Cover
Fire-retardant, Thermal Polyurethane 
Nylon (TPU) cover with radio-frequency 
welded seams gives strong seams and 
high resistance to chemicals
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statement of line

acumen open

acumen white

2-door wardrobe
1AUW2-HGWHITE

70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
242.5 lbs.

Combination wardrobe
1AUWC-HGWHITE

70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
306.5 lbs.

Bedside cabinet
1AUB-HGWHITE

23.4”H | 17.7”W | 19”D
80.5 lbs.

4-drawer chest
1AUC-HGWHITE

32.9”H | 31.9”W | 19”D
180.5 lbs

4-drawer desk
1AUD-HGWHITE

28.9”H | 42.7”W | 19”D
174 lbs.

Sloping top box
1AUWT

18”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
63 lbs.

sovie

Box bed
1SVEA

18.5”H | 76.3”W | 38.2”D
265 lbs.

Flare bed
1SVFA

18.9”H | 78.3”W | 39”D
240 lbs.

Headboard
1SVEAH

23.6”H | 38.5”W | 0.8”D

Bedside cabinet
1AUOB

23.4”H | 17.7”W | 19”D
79.5 lbs.

4-compartment chest
1AUOC

32.9”H | 31.9”W | 19”D
177.5 lbs

4-compartment desk
1AUOD

28.9”H | 42.7”W | 19”D
172 lbs.

Wardrobe
1AUOWH

70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
299 lbs.

scorpio

Collapsible mattress
ISOM26-63-3-C5-TRIFOLD

3”H | 75”W | 30”D

Ryno® bed mattress
1SOMR-001-5

5”H | 78 .7”W | 36”D

taurus

Mattress
1TRM6-75-36

6”H | 75”W | 36”D

Mattress
1TRM6-80-36

6”H | 80”W | 36”D

alpine

Mattress
1APM6-75-36

6”H | 75”W | 36”D

Mattress
1APM6-80-36

6”H | 80”W | 36”D

  White      Billet      Ribbon Blue

  Walnut 

acumen gray

2-door wardrobe
1AUW2-GRAY

70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
242.5 lbs.

Combination wardrobe
1AUWC-GRAY

70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
306.5 lbs.

Bedside cabinet
1AUB-GRAY

23.4”H | 17.7”W | 19”D
80.5 lbs.

4-drawer chest
1AUC-GRAY

32.9”H | 31.9”W | 19”D
180.5 lbs

4-drawer desk
1AUD-GRAY

28.9”H | 42.7”W | 19”D
174 lbs.

Sloping top box
1AUWT-GRAY

18”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
63 lbs.

Bed
1AUA

17.5”H | 78.8”L | 39.4”W
209 lbs.

Mirror
1AUK

19.7”H | 23.6”W

Bed
1AUA-GRAY

17.5”H | 78.8”L | 39.4”W
209 lbs.

Mirror
1AUK-GRAY

19.7”H | 23.6”W
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Open 92
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B
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Bedroom 28-41, 84-103

Bedroom cabinets 40, 86-93

Beds, mattresses & headboards 94-103

C
Case studies 10-11
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Dining 28 50-55 

Lounge 24, 64-77
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Coffee tables 26, 46, 50

Contessa 56

Cumulus plus 46

Cupboards 40, 88-93
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Desks 40, 88-93
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Domus Plus 68

F
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Foam beds & mattresses 98-103

Footstools 64, 72

M
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Mattresses 98-103

O
Ohio plus 70

Outdoor 20-37, 

Orr 74

R
Recycling 7, 18

Reinforced seating 62-77

Rock 50

Ryno 12

Bedroom 38-41

Bench 36

Children’s chair 30

Club chair 22

Coffee table 26

Dining chair  28

Dining table 32

Lounge chair 24

Stool 34

Tub chair 20

S
Scorpio (collapsible)  98 

Skye plus 66

Sloping top boxes 104

Sofas 66-77

Soft seating 56

Sovie 94-97

Snug plus 72

Stools 34

T
Tables

Coffee 26, 46, 50

Dining 32, 46-51

Taurus 100

Touch 52

V
Vee 54

Z
Zen plus 64

index

  suitable for indoor & outdoor use

  flame retardant

  wheelchair accessible

             floor/wall anchorable

Quick key
Throughout this catalog you’ll find these symbols  
to help guide you:

  anti-vandal

  water-resistant

  weighted

  stackable

            reinforced
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800.496.9324

 inquiries@pineapplecontracts.com

us.pineapplecontracts.com

Pineapple Contracts Inc., 1238 Anderson Road, Clawson, Michigan 48017
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